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The first day of 2014 marked twenty years since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came into effect. Continuing and deepening the neoliberal agenda begun in the 1970s, NAFTA is now physically manifest at multiple scales, from soil composition to building types and patterns of urbanization. NAFTA has realigned capital flows, intensified and re-directed channels of migration from Latin America into the United States and Canada, unified and homogenized consumer markets, instigated the construction of new cities and tax-free zones in the border region, and radically transformed both rural and urban land-use. Each of these processes has reconfigured (or dissolved) the abstract relations between governments, corporations, social movements, organized crime, and the civil population. Institutional transformations have similarly led to the dismantling of the welfare state, the subcontracting of government services, and the privatization of material and immaterial resource exploitation. Furthermore, NAFTA has helped to form the context in which North American architects and landscape architects practice, and is also the document enabling or hindering their movement among partnering countries. In this broad context, Scapegoat is focusing its seventh issue on the Federal District of Mexico City (Mexico D.F.) as one of many specific loci through which to read such a major political and economic realignment of the Northern Hemisphere.

The capital city of Mexico—where industrial, corporate, and State power has been historically concentrated—has benefited, by some measures, from NAFTA’s policies. Increased private and public investment in infrastructure and creative capital has produced apparent improvements in privileged areas of the urban milieu. These processes are the same as those seen in affluent Canadian and American cities, producing the celebrated urban public spaces and parks on which many designers work. But this lies in stark contrast to the implosion of vast areas of Mexico where graded State sovereignty has given way to the illegal economy and lawlessness. The most violent and recognizable impacts of NAFTA’s policies are registered at the capital city’s periphery, along the border between Mexico and the United States, and in south-eastern States like Michoacán, Guerrero, and Chiapas. Since 1994, national industry and agriculture in these areas have been severely weakened in favour of an unequal “insertion” of international capital. Agriculture has been hardest hit: between 1994 and 2004, the US flooded the Mexican market with strongly subsidized agricultural products, pressuring local producers to lower their prices. From being autonomous in terms of food production, by 2005, Mexico was importing about 42 percent of the food it consumes. As grain production was increasingly incapacitated (along with poultry, pork, milk, corn, and bean production), nearly two million campesinos were forced to leave their land. When NAFTA went into effect on 1 January 1994, the Zapatista National Liberation Army declared War on the Mexican government, occupying five main cities in Chiapas, stating that the free-trade agreement meant death for Mexico’s indigenous peoples. 20 years later, in an effort to protect themselves, their communities, their forms of life, and livelihoods, communities in Michoacán, like the Zapatistas, have decided to take up arms against the government policies that have negatively impacted their communities—governing as graded sovereignty, and letting organized crime slowly take over and extort, rape, steal, kill, and kidnap with impunity. Some 200 armed men and women entered Parácuaro, a city in the state of Michoacán, on 14 January to take over the municipality. This is the tenth municipality in Michoacán—a major drug production region in Mexico—that “self-defence groups” had taken over; two weeks later, they took five more villages. Such actions are a clear response to NAFTA, which has contributed to...
the establishment and expansion of the drug trafficking industry by creating power vacuums in vast rural zones of the country, and by structurally dismantling the Mexican economy. As the loss of food sovereignty made it impossible for rural people to be self-sustainable, organized crime took advantage, transforming drug trafficking into a widespread supplement to the decline of the local economy. The State’s solution has been to militarize areas of the country in which violence prevails, although militarization is not directed against drug cartels, but is rather a vague and widespread counterinsurgency project. NAFTA’s Chapter 11, which permits foreign investors to challenge and demand compensation for domestic policies that undermine their profits, further exacerbates the difficulties of resistance. This has left local populations in a legal vacuum, subject to narco-cartel extortion as well as to military repression—hence the rise of self-defence groups. Another cause for the vulnerability of the Mexican population and economy is the fact that 85 percent of exports are manufactured products and oil—that is to say, cheap labour and natural resources. In spite of such alarming numbers, champions of Mexico’s neoliberal economic development insist that 20 years after NAFTA, Mexico is a democracy with a growing middle class and a competitive export economy, while Livia Corona Benjamin questions how NAFTA has deepened socio-economic differences while homogenizing populations, which has rapidly given rise to new spatial, territorial, and socio-economic arrangements in Mexico City and the rest of the country, rarely benefiting the majority of the population. People decide to leave their homes for better off than before: the prices of consumer goods have gone down due to the “Walmart effect,” as citizens now have access to cheap but higher-quality commodities. This, along with access to housing mortgages and credit, has allegedly enabled “millions” of Mexicans to join the (indebted) middle class. But this token Mexican’s entry to the First World is greatly undermined by the fact that salaries and employment rates have remained stagnant, and the proportion of Mexicans living below the poverty line is higher than it was two decades ago: 53.3 of every 100 people. The free-trade agreement has accelerated the neoliberal policies implemented in North America between the 1970s and 1990s, and according to La Jornada columnist Alejandro Nadal, NAFTA was conceived with the purpose of making the imposition of neoliberalism in Mexico irreversible. The economic relations with the US and Canada brought about by the treaty have created a juridical frame of subordination that effectively makes the institutions of neoliberalism unchangeable. In this regard, both NAFTA and neoliberals alike have created real estate markets, new forms of architectural production, landscape practices, industrial urbanism, the urbanization of the countryside, agricultural planning, gentrification, and cultural policies associated with the rise of the creative and knowledge economies. The new forms of socio-spatial organization and forms of life and livelihood are sometimes misleadingly presented as instances of “development,” “modernization,” or even progressive politics. In this issue, a series of essays and projects examines the material and discursive forms these new practices of socio-spatial organization have brought about, as well as the political and economic discourses sustaining them. Irmand Emmelhanz analyzes how NAFTA has generated a new landscape practice and countermeasures, and Isadora de Alba discusses forms of resistance and demand for the neoliberalization of everyday life in Mexico City. Gustavo Lipkau and Fabiola Torres visualize 20 years of political change and infrastructural development, and Sergey Pigach traces the forces and spaces of the development of Mexico City’s subway system. Diana E. Davis charts the economic history of Tepito Market and Alameda Central within the context of globalization, while Yutsli Cruz and Alfonso Hernández chronicle the history of resistance in the market over several centuries. In a proposal for public furniture, Rodrigo Escandon Cesarman, José Esparza Chong Cuy, Guillermo González Ceballos, and Tania Osorio Harp question the proprietary occupation of the sidewalk. Daniela Gil Esteva produces a digital transection of the city by means of virtual deréves, examining the prejudices, naming, and desirability of different delegations or boroughs of the city. An issue that has determined the reception of Mexico globally in the past decade has been violence, and not necessarily posited as one of the many outcomes of NAFTA and neoliberal policies. The logic of both, objective and subjective violence, however, obeys global economic forces. In this regard, Sayak Valencia’s and Pilar Calvé’s features address issues of violence and control in relationship to the economy, the city, and its representations. Will Straw positions violent imagery from Mexico City between the ongoing tradition of photojournalism and the brutal exceptionalism of present-day politics. Prominent Mexican artists, incidentally of the same generation—Eduardo Abaroa, Silvia Gruner, and Miguel Ventura—question the long-term relations of violence through colonial history, the architectural past, and narratives of modernity and development entrenched in neoliberal doctrine. Agricultural and other land-use transformations have legislated the very species and genetic material of the landscape. Silvia Ribeiro’s feature looks at struggles against the biological engineering of crops and impacts
this has had on land and livelihoods, while Carolyn Deuschle and Lauren Elachil look at the impact of changing legislation on the species of corn grown and consumed in the country. Sara Cowies and Alan Smart document the landscape of the US-Mexico border, while Paula Aguirre examines the border as a contested site of international water flows. Dawn Hooegeven looks at the relationship between the transnational and the individual through a study of a Canadian mining company’s role in the murder of Mexican activists. Carla Herrera-Prats documents the transaction sites where money is sent from the United States to family members in Mexico. These essays and projects all examine the dispersed and transnational flows of labour, capital, water, and power among the NAFTA partner countries.

Raymond Craib navigates a set of recent books on Mexico City, and Lara Neilson’s review essay of Carlos Reygadas’ Post Tenebras Lux (2012) discusses the way the film examines how NAFTA has insinuated itself into the everyday relationships of Mexican family life. And as part of our Kids on Buildings (here, Kids in Puddles) series, Layla G. Emmelhainz visits Luis Barragán’s Egerstrom stables north of Mexico City to engage with the multiple forms of animal life inhabiting the site.

All of the above engagements, explorations, and contestations come at a time when an expansion of NAFTA is currently under discussion. The recently ratified Trans-Pacific Partnership between the US and 11 other countries from North America, Latin America, and Asia would certainly reproduce the dire inequalities already observed in Mexico. This issue of Scapegoat aims to recognize the vast transformations of social, agricultural, and built realities of the last two decades as the living legacy of NAFTA—a legacy of neoliberal values and violence that demands to be reckoned with.

Notes
1 According to Alhawa Ong, “graded sovereignty” best describes the neoliberal state’s way of governing, as it is shrunk or strengthened in certain strategic areas and regions. In the Mexican case, the State has withdrawn from some regions allowing organized crime to flourish. See: Alhawa Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty (Duke University Press, 2006)
10 This percentage of people living under the poverty line in Mexico is based on a study by the CONEVAL (Consejo Nacional de Evaluación de la Política de Desarrollo Social, or National Council for Evaluating National Social Development Policy) from 2012. According to the same Council, the number of people living under the poverty line in 2010 was 52.8. http://www.coneval.gob.mx/Medicion/Paginas/Medicion/Pobreza%202012/Pobreza-2012.aspx

Preamble to the NAFTA Agreement

The Government of Canada, the Government of the United Mexican States, and the Government of the United States of America, resolved to:

STRENGTHEN the special bonds of friendship and cooperation among their nations;
CONTRIBUTE to the harmonious development and expansion of world trade and provide a catalyst to international cooperation;
CREATE an expanded and secure market for the goods and services produced in their territories;
REDUCE distortions to trade;
ESTABLISH clear and mutually advantageous rules governing their trade;
ENSURE a predictable commercial framework for business planning and investment;
BUILD on their respective rights and obligations under the general agreement on tariffs and trade and other multilateral and bilateral instruments of cooperation;
ENHANCE the competitiveness of their firms in global markets;
FOSTER creativity and innovation, and promote trade in goods and services that are subject of intellectual property rights;
CREATE new employment opportunities and improve working conditions and living standards in their respective territories;
UNDERTAKE each of the preceding in a manner consistent with environmental protection and conservation;
PRESERVE their flexibility to safeguard the public welfare;
PROMOTE sustainable development;
STRENGTHEN the development and enforcement of environmental laws and regulations; and

PROTECT, enhance and enforce basic workers’ rights

[...]
contributed to a doubling of Mexican immigration to the US following NAFTA’s implementation.

10. Though the price paid to Mexican farmers for corn plummeted after NAFTA, the deregulated price of tortillas shot up 279 percent in the pact’s first 10 years.

11. Real wages in Mexico have fallen significantly below pre-NAFTA levels, and prices for basic consumer goods have exceeded wage increases. A minimum wage earner in Mexico today can buy 28 percent fewer consumer goods as on the day that NAFTA took effect. Despite promises that NAFTA would benefit Mexican consumers by granting access to cheaper imported products, the cost of basic consumer goods in Mexico has risen to seven times the pre-NAFTA level, while the minimum wage stands at only four times the pre-NAFTA level.

12. Facing displacement, rising prices, and stagnant wages, over half of the Mexican population, and over 60 percent of the rural population, still fall below the poverty line, despite the promises made by NAFTA proponents.